


Your music is more than a job... it’s your life. You need professional
loudspeakers, expertly engineered and ruggedly built. Blown drivers,
mediocre sound quality, and cabinets that don’t last are not an option.

Your life just got easier. Meet SONUS.

SONUS is designed and built for what you do. At a price you can afford.

It’s tough. It handles the abuse of the road and asks for more...just like you.

SONUS is extremely powerful. But it remains true to your original sound.
Because nothing less is acceptable.

Rock, Reggae, Dance, Pop, Ska, Latin, Jazz, Metal…you name
it. No matter what you play, no matter where you play it,
SONUS lets you create an astonishing musical experience.

Get Serious. Get SONUS.

SONUS provides an astonishing musical experience,
connecting you to your audience like never before!
SONUS provides an astonishing musical experience,
connecting you to your audience like never before!



SOPHISTICATED INTERNAL
ELECTRONICS
Sophisticated internal electronics play an important
role in making SONUS sound so good. Our circuit
design features carefully engineered crossovers, 
a Passive / Bi-amp Switch on full-range
models, and our exclusive DYNA-TECH™
three-stage protective limiter.
Using only the power of the
amplifier, DYNA-TECH
actively prevents driver
damage, even under the
most abusive conditions. 

HAND-LAID FIBERGLASS WAVEGUIDES
Our geometrically correct, hand-laid fiberglass waveguides are famous 
throughout the world for letting you
put  the sound where you want it.
Their superior pattern control
gives you greater freedom in loud-
speaker placement, plus vastly
increased gain-before-feedback. 

Durable fiberglass construction
holds up under day-in and day-out
use, while the natural characteris-
tics of glass lamination eliminate
the distortion-causing resonances
inherent in inferior horn materials.  

SONUS subwoofers are equipped with an exclusive
switchable Constant Impedance High-Pass Output. 
If only one amp channel is available to power your full-
range loudspeaker and your subwoofer, just set the
switch to the High-Pass position and your amplifier will
thank you for it.  Instead of powering dangerously low
loads that drop below two ohms (as shown in the bottom
trace), the amp will be driving a more manageable load
(top trace). Other times, when you have an extra amp
channel to power the sub, just throw the switch to the
parallel position to disable the high-pass filter. This lets
you conveniently power two subwoofer enclosures
together in parallel, using the loop-thru output.

HF DRIVER TECHNOLOGY TAKEN TO THE LIMITS
Community's UC1 High Frequency compression driver represents a major
advance in electro-acoustic technology.  Featuring ring-radiator topology
and a unique, non-metallic diaphragm, the UC1 provides extended high fre-
quencies, unparalleled transient response, and radically  reduced distortion
over that of conventional drivers employing brittle metallic diaphragms. 

The voice coil is treated with Ferrofluid™, a viscous dampening fluidic com-
pound that further lowers distortion, reduces power compression, and
increases power handling by providing vastly improved heat transfer. The result
is a smooth and effortless sound quality that you literally have to hear to believe!

Cool air is pulled in over the
thermally conductive voice coil
former assembly.

Power-robbing hot air is forced out.

ADVANCED
CONSTRUCTION
SONUS cabinets are NOT plastic!
All enclosures are hand-crafted of
cross-laminated Birch plywood,
equipped  with protective steel
grilles, finished with durable catal-
ized polyester paint, and quality
constructed to the last detail.  

CONE DRIVER TECHNOLOGIES
Community cone drivers employ multiple engineering
advancements for unmatched performance. 

A carbon ring bonded to the cone near the juncture
of the surround stiffens the cone without adding
appreciable mass,  This allows the active piston area
to be made 30% larger than conventional designs.
Additionally, the carbon ring reinforces the cone, per-
mitting increased excursion without the damage that
would otherwise occur. The result is greater power,
improved efficiency and reduced distortion.

Our patented Cool-Coil™ technology actively
evacuates heat, which in turn reduces power
compression and increases reliability.

Ferrofluid, a thermally conductive fluidic treatment,
conducts heat away from the voice coil while
dampening distortion-inducing resonances.

Used separately and in combination*, these
technologies result in higher power handling,
increased service life, and most importantly vast-
ly improved sound quality.

*Ferrofluid is used in mid-range cone drivers and
HF compression drivers.

HIGH-PASS

PARALLEL

Technologies That Make Your Music Come Alive!

All SONUS full-range models are equipped with a MUSIC /
SPEECH Presence Switch that lets you easily re-voice the system
to best suit the acoustical environment. This graph depicts the
effect of the Presence Switch on the frequency response through
the critical mid-range region of the frequency spectrum. The solid
line represents the MUSIC position, while the dashed line repre-
sents the VOICE position.  In addition to solving room problems,
switching to VOICE mode can help overcome air absorption loss at
long distances in outdoor environments. 



SEAT TRACK RIGGING
The optional Seat Track Kit lets
you fly SONUS loudspeakers
quickly and safely, using standard
mating fittings available from
most rigging supply companies.
Seat Track gets your speakers up
in the air and back down again,
with a minimum of hassle.

FLYING HARDWARE
Safe and economical rigging
brackets are available from
stock for flying clusters and
arrays. One rigging kit flies
two loudspeakers; two kits fly
three, and so on.

INTEGRATED CASTERS
MAKE LOADING EASY
The SONUS 218S Dual 18”
Subwoofer is equipped with a
pair of heavy-duty integrated
casters for ease of transport.  
Just ‘kick-back’ and enjoy the ride!

ERGO-GRIP HANDLES
SONUS loudspeakers come equipped
with comfortable and practical Ergo Grip
handles.  With no moving parts, they are
eminently durable and cannot be improp-
erly used as rigging points. 

PROTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT WITH
DURABLE TRANSPORT
COVERS
High-quality padded transport
covers are available to protect
your SONUS loudspeakers from
scratches and mars.  

SUPPORT
STAND FITTINGS
All SONUS loudspeakers fea-
ture integrated support stand fit-
tings. They may be used with
standard tripod stands, or a full-
range loudspeaker may be sup-
ported by a subwoofer for even
greater convenience.

The subwoofer stand fitting
features a support sleeve that
extends to the bottom of the
enclosure for maximum stability.

SONUS 215S
SONUS 218S

SONUS 3294

SONUS 3594

SONUS 1596
SONUS 1296
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